
hospitals. It is absurd to allow the waste of
money which takes place every year by the foun¬
dation of new special hospitals almost under the
shadow of great institutions in which whole wards
are lying idle for want of funds. None of these
difficulties are easy to deal with, and there can be
no doubt that a well chosen select committee will
be able to clear up much that is obscure and sug¬
gest the outline of a better order of things.

Dr. C. R. Illingworth has published the follow¬
ing important suggestion : He says antipyrin
has been lauded as a hsemostatic. It is his opin¬
ion that as such it acts by preventing the forma¬
tion of fibrin so thoroughly and effectually that
there is less resistance to the flow through capil¬
lary blood-vessels in the vicinity than into the
atmosphere, and more attraction. This power of
antipyrin and its allies, he suggests, should prove
serviceable in the treatment of sanguineous apo¬
plexy, reducing the lesion to a minimum, and
rendering complete recovery possible in many
cases if taken early enough.

An important paper was recently read by Mr.
Shattock on ' ' Tubercular Abscess of the Breast. ' '

In the course of the paper it was stated that in
the cow ' ' tubercle of the udder ' ' was a well
known disease, so much so that on the Continent
its hygienic importance was generally and practi¬
cally recognized. Dr. Hamilton, a distinguished
Aberdeen professor, has expressed the opinionthat tuberculous milk from cows may often be the
cause of what is popularly known as ' ' consump¬
tion of the bowels. ' ' He cites a case of a per¬
fectly healthy child, born of equally healthy pa¬
rents, which was given to a wet nurse to be
suckled. The woman was tubercular and the
child very quickly contracted meningitis and died.
The nurse's milk, on examination, was found to
contain the bacilli of tubercle. Both Mr. Shat¬
tock and Dr. Hamilton have been impressing
upon the public the necessity for always havingmilk cooked before it is used. It is suggested
that the addition of a little sugar to the milk
when boiling gives it quite a new flavor, and
makes it more palatable than uncooked milk.
For those who do not like what is sweet, a pinch
of salt may be put in, and that again produces a
substance having a totally different taste from
plain boiled milk.

It has been discovered that animals such as
dogs and cats have a curious aversion to saccha¬
rin. In some experiments recently neither ca¬
resses nor threats could induce them to eat bread
on which only a very small portion of saccharin
had been strewn. Water sweetened with small
quantities of saccharin, which was poured down
their throats was instantly vomited by them. In
another case a very small quantity of saccharin
was mixed with the food of three cats which they
only received once a day. In each case they left
it absolutely untouched. In spite of their being

very hungry, as was quite evident from their cries
and movements, they did not meddle with the
food during four hours. After this food free from
saccharin was placed before them, which they
quickly devoured, after they had sniffed it some
time. It is considered that these experiments
prove saccharin to have a peculiar odor which is
easily perceived by the animals mentioned, but
does not affect the human being.

The Bradshaw Lecture will be given this year
by Dr. Norman Moore, of St. Bartholomew's Hos¬
pital. The subject chosen is " The Distribution
and Duration of Visceral New Growths."

Surgeon Parry, of the Indian Medical Depart¬
ment, says he saw the jet black hair of a rebel
Sepoy turn grey in half an hour, while he was
under examination and half mad with fear, and
he also relates the case of a gentleman who left
home on his wedding tour with dark hair. When
he came back a month later his hair, his beard,
and even his eyebrows, had become snow-white.

A new clinical thermometer has appeared con¬
structed with a layer of ruby red or other colored
glass behind the bore, backed by a layer of opaque
enamel. By these simple means the contents of
the bore, as well as the divisions on the glass, are
more readily made visible.

The work on Diseases of the Lungs, which oc¬
cupied the late Dr. Wilson Fox during many
years, is now in the press and will shortly appear.
It presents the thorough method which always
characterized the writings of this author. The
editor, Dr. Sidney Copeland, was one of Dr. Fox's
pupils. It will be in the hands of the public dur-
ing the autumn. A. B.

LETTER FROM NEW YORK.
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

The New Mausoleum Plan for the Disposal of
the Dead\p=m-\Dr.John M. Peacocke and Dr. A. N.
Bell discuss the subject\p=m-\Executionsby Electricity\p=m-\
Dr. Wm. A. Hammond and the Brown-S\l=e'\quard
Elixir.

Of late the new mausoleum plan of disposal of
the dead has attracted considerable attention in
this city. The project seems likely to meet with
much favor both from sanitarians and the public
at large, and a company, in which many clergy-
men and physicians are interested, has now been
organized for the purpose of erecting suitable
buildings in the leading cities of the country.
While the objections to the prevalent mode of
disposal of the dead are generally recognized,cremation meets with much opposition, and it is
believed that this new sanitary system will be
widely adopted as a substitute for burial.

The buildings, each of which will contain from
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ten to forty thousand sepulchral spaces, will be
constructed, in the most substantial and durable
manner, of concrete prepared from the best Port¬
land cement, sand and broken stone. Concrete
is the basis, the corner-stone of the new system,
and without concrete it would not be practicable.
The sepulchral spaces will be constructed with
conduits conveying fresh dry air into the casket,
whence it is carried by forced drafts to a central
furnace in the sub-cellar. To this furnace the
gases and vaporized fluids of the body are thus
borne, and there consumed ; so that the escape
into the atmosphere of any noxious matter is
perfectly prevented. There are left behind the
mineral and solid parts of the body, in a properly
dessicated condition, with the form and features
intact, and wholly inoffensive to sight or smell.
The tissues become cellular and sponge-like as the
moisture is extracted, and while the weight of
the subject is reduced two-thirds at least, there is
no marked emaciation. The process was first thor¬
oughly tested under the observation of the late Dr.
A. Y. P. Garnett, of Washington,who declared that
the principle of the new mausoleum was one of
scientific accuracy reduced to a practical fact.
More recently the experiments have been con¬
ducted in this city under the supervision of Drs.
C. I. Pardee and Rudolph St. Witthaus, of the
Medical Department of the University of New
York.

The mausoleum buildings will be of handsome
architecture, with granite facings, and the roof
constructed of glass and iron. The interior plan
will resemble that of a well-appointed library,
with a main corridor and diverging halls leading
to the different sections. The sepulchres of solid
concrete, four inches thick, seamless and jointless,
will be arranged in tiers of six upon either side of
the hallways, and the opening into each will be
provided with two doors ; the inner one of plate
glass, hermetically sealed, and the outer one of
metal or stone, decorated according to taste.
Family vaults will be arranged in separate com¬

partments of various sizes, and each mausoleum
will have a beautiful chapel. There will be no

possibility of stealing the dead, and the buildings
will be absolutely fire-proof.

In an elaborate paper on " The Disposal of the
Dead," read a short time since before the Medical
Society of King's County, Dr. John M. Peacocke
expressed himself as follows in regard to the pro¬
posed new method : "The dessicating process has
many commendable features. , It complies with
all the sanitary requirements, and meets the
medico-iegal demand that the evidence of crime
shall not be destroyed. The rapid abstraction of
moisture by this method will do away with the
factors in the production of ptomaines which
might vitiate the result of a chemico-legal exam¬
ination. This system is devoid of everything that
can shock sensitive minds or offend refined tastes.

It does not conflict with the widespread and deep-
seated reverence felt for the remains of the dead.
The mass of mankind looks not only with aver¬
sion but with feelings akin to horror on any pro¬
cess that aims at immediate destruction of the
body. This may be all sentiment, nevertheless
no amount of specious reasoning can readily or
easily overcome the tender and universal defer¬
ence for the beloved departed, for it is woven into
the very warp and woof of the human heart, and
has the religion, the tradition, and the custom of
centuries associated withit.It
is evident that the introduction of any change in
the present method of disposal of the dead will
naturally encounter suspicion, criticism and oppo¬
sition ; except in the case of the method of des-
sication, which seems to have been received, as
far as presented, with marked favor."

In the discussion of the paper Dr. A. N. Bell,
editor of The Sanitarian, stated that the single
sentiment to which he wished to give utterance
was, the necessity for so disposing of the dead as
not to endanger the life of the living. In the
course of his remarks he said :

' ' There is a propo¬
sition now on foot to build grand mausoleums in
connection with or independent of the cemeteries,
as the case may be, where the sentiments of cer¬
tain people can be gratified, if they do not wish to
bury their dead, or are prohibited from, as they
certainly should be in many cases, from burying
them so as to endanger the living, and are unwil¬
ling to have them cremated. I mention this as

only one of the means of disposing of the dead
without danger to the living, because it o\ eroomes
the objection which touches the sentimentil
emotions of individuals who think cremation
lacking in sacredness, and too rapidly destructive.

But the new mausoleum process fully
meets this sentiment, while it also overcomes the
medico-legal objection urged against cremation,
and, like it, effectually disposes of the dead with¬
out danger to the living."

In the case of the murderer Kemmler, the first
criminal condemned to execution by electricity in
accordance with the new law relating to capital
punishment, the counsel for the prisoner some
time since obtained a stay of proceedings. They
claimed that the law was unconstitutional, on the
ground that death by electricity is a " cruel and
unusual" form of punishment, and for more than
a month expert testimony has been taken before
a referee in regard to the effects of electricity upon
the animal economy. There can be little doubt,
however, that the chief incentive for the proceed¬
ings to test the constitutionality of the law is the
objection of the electric light company whose ap¬
paratus has been solicited for the execution of
criminals to having it employed for this purpose,
lest those using it for other purposes should getthe impression that the current is dangerous to
human life. The matter has in reality resolved
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itself into an inquiry whether, upon the whole,
the Legislature was justified in passing the law
in question ; and it is certainly a fact that if this
appeal is successful, capital punishment will have
been abolished, or at least suspended, in the State
of New York, since there is no warrant in the law
as it now stands for putting a man to death in
pursuance of a judicial process by any other
means than the application of electricity.

Still, the testimony obtained as to the efficiency
of the alternating electric current for the desired
purpose has been so conclusive that it seems alto¬
gether probable that this attempt to prevent the
execution of the law will fail. Among the wit¬
nesses examined was Dr. A. D. Rockwell, the
specialist in electro-therapeutics and nervous dis¬
eases, who assisted in the experiments made upon
animals at the Edison laboratory before the law
was passed by the Legislature, and he unhesita¬
tingly testified that, from his knowledge of the
subject and the experiments he had witnessed, he
believed that an electric current can be artificially
generated which will kill a man instantly and
painlessly in every case where it is scientifically
applied ; also that the electrodes can be so placed
upon a criminal in the apparatus proposed to be
used in electrical executions that there will be no

probability of his being burned. He expressed
his conviction that an alternating current of 1,000
volts would always destroy life, and in this opin¬
ion he was confirmed by Edison, the electrician.
In regard to an alternating current of  , 500 volts,
such as it is proposed to employ in executions,
Dr. Rockwell stated that he had no doubt what¬
ever that it would inevitably kill. Such a cur¬

rent, he said, would of necessity produce a rup¬
ture of the muscular tissues and immediately stop
the action of the heart ; causing a paralysis of the
nerve centres.

Mr. Harold P. Brown, the electrical expert who
has contracted to furnish to the State the apparatus
to be used in executions, has recently arrived at
Auburn, where the prisoner Kemmler is confined,
and in the presence of Dr. Carlos F. MacDonald,
late Superintendent of the State Asylum for In¬
sane Criminals, and others, he will make a series
of experiments with the identical apparatus which
it is proposed to use in the case of Kemmler. Mr.
Brown states that he has a list of no less than
ninety individuals who have been killed by con¬
tact with electric wires. Twenty-seven of these
were killed by the alternating current and fifteen
by the Westinghouse dynamo, which is to be
used in the execution.

Dr. Wm. A. Hammond, who like most others
was at first disposed to pooh-pooh Brown-Sé-
quard's alleged discovery of the rejuvenating
power of the testicle, now announces that the
results of a number of experiments which he has
himself made are such as apparently to confirm
the correctness of Brown-Séquard's assertions.

In the experiments he used the testes of freshly
killed lambs, in preference to the rabbit or guinea
pig, employed in France ; great care being taken
to thoroughly filter the solution employed in the
injections. He began his experiments first on
himself, to make  sure that the method was not
dangerous to the patient. Since then he has ex¬

perimented on several old men without their
being aware of what was being done to them,
and in the case of one of them, he states that the
result was quite remarkable. He was about 60
years of age and had his arm so nearly paralyzed
with rheumatism that for nearly a year he had
not been able to raise his hand to his head; while
soon after one injection he could move it in any
direction and almost as vigorously as he had ever
done. Of course, Dr. Hammond does not claim
any conclusive results with the limited number of
experiments thus far made, but he says he feels
iustified in proceeding: further with the investisra-
tion. P. B. P.

Audi Alteram Partem.
To the Editor:\p=m-\Inan editorial in the last issue

of The Journal which I have read with a great
deal of interest, you attempt to draw a compari-
son between the results of the medical and the
surgical treatment of acute intestinal obstruction,
and you claim that whereas 30 per cent, recover
after medical treatment, 68.9 per cent, succumb
to surgical treatment. If you will permit me
to venture an opinion upon this subject, I would
suggest that you are not stating the proposition
fairly. You no doubt are aware that only those
patients are subjected to surgical treatment who,
in spite of the old and classical opium treatment,
continue to grow worse ; and that operative inter-
ference is, as a rule, unfortunately delayed till the
patient is greatly exhausted and his physician and
friends realize that death is inevitable without the
same. As in cases of intestinal obstruction, there-
fore, medical treatment is adopted at the very out-
set, and surgical treatment only resorted to after
medical treatment has failed, a comparison be¬
tween the results is scarcely feasible. And yet the
statistics you adduce prove that, even under pre¬
vailing circumstances, the results after surgical
treatment are slightly better than those of medi¬
cal treatment. How much better they will be in
future, when we have learned the important lesson
that in order to prove successful, grave operations
have to be undertaken in "good season," can

only be surmised.
I have noticed with a great deal of regret that

in recent editorials of The Journal an effort is
made to discourage grave operations, particularly
in obscure abdominal affections ; for every unbi¬
ased physician will readily admit that especiallyin abdominal affections operative interference has
been crowned with marvelous success, and that
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